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Crown molding with lighting effects

Invite warm light into your house with lighting in your crown mold. Our step-by-step instructions make it easier to install. Home Smart Home Hubs Family Handyman Bored with your living room? Cove lighting can add poor elegance and breathe into the most uninspiring room. We will show you how we build us using LED strip lighting and
show how to wire. We will also give you a drop on this type of lighting and share a selection of kitchens and other lighting that may be suitable for your budget and décor. By DIY Magazine Experts FamilyYou Handyman Magazine may also like: TBDTime Multiple DaysComplexity IntermediateCost VariesStep 1: Mark wallDraw's reference
line to show the bottom of the light strip and bottom of the base. Don't worry about whether the line is on level. Instead, measure down from the ceiling in some places and connect the point to reach a consistent distance between the police and the ceiling. Years residing can remove the ceiling from levels. A policeman not alive with the
ceiling will create a significant unecomfortable gap. Save time by cutting a few wooden blocks for use as a tagging gauge before installing LED strip lights. You might think your ceiling looks good now, but when the kitchen lighting shelves across the surface, you may find stitches and nail pop that you never knew existed. Stand on the
stairs and shine a flashlight across the ceiling's surface. If your ceiling is very ugly, you may want to leave an idea or build a stone that washs the walls with light instead. Our kitchen is built from crown mold and is located 2 in. down from the ceiling. We assemble the crown on the baseboard to create a wider space for light, and tackle
small mold to the bottom of the base to finish it (Figure A). We tie the LED light strips to the walls so the lights will grab across the ceiling, and to maximize the light, we keep the strip as high as we can without being visible from the ground. Create small ololek and experiment with different positions for police and lights. Each room is
different, and the kitchen we make may not be the best style for your room. It is easier to draw all parts of the slave before you install them. Touching a few nail holes after installation is much easier than tapming the entire wall. Drawing parts of the wall to be seen on the cove will help tie everything together. Choose either the color of the
ceiling or the color of the cove. The lighter color reflects lighter, so paint the back of the kitchen components as well. Step 2: Install LEDPhoto 1 strip lights: Install your FirstIf LED Strip Light to attach the lights to the wall, it is easier to install the lamp before you build a cove. When you put a LED strip on the wall instead of inside the cave,
it's easier to install largely before the kitchen goes up. Start on room point where the variable will be installed. Leave the tape supporter on the first few legs of the LED strip so that it can be pulled away from the wall when it's time to connect it to the variable. The tape behind the strip is super sticky. Once it's on the wall, it's hard to remove
without pulling the paint along with it. To start, press the strip to the wall in one place, hold there, pull the tape out a few feet, and press it to the wall at that point as well (Figure 1). Do this several times in a row, and check to see if it's straight. If it is, go back and press the rest of the tight tape to the wall. Strip lights like this can be cut to
size but only in certain intervals, usually 2 to 4 in. There will be clear cut lines marked on the strip. LED lighting is not cheap. The system as we installed costs $9 to $14 per foot. for 22 feet, but less expensive options are available:Plug-in LED strip lighting: The home center sells strip lighting with prebreedited changers. This would work
well for a shorter run but needed to be fitted into a reception hidden behind the police. They can be wired to a regular switch, but the dimmer lies in a changer, which will not be easily accessible. $8 per foot. for 8 feet. LED strap lighting: The cheapest option so far is to install LED strap lights. Strap lights are not low voltage, and they can
be carried out long distances and dimmed with regular dimmers. At disadvantages, they should not be cut into sizes or divided into more than one direction; harder to direct light; and the light is about a third as bright and tends to be a little blotchy depending on where it is placed. Rope lighting also requires a receptacle behind the police.
$2.75 per foot. Step 3: Build covePhoto 2: Tie the base 2-in. screw through the base into each stud. Sink the flushing of the screws and put them high enough to be covered by crown mold. Photo 3: Attach a block cut support block to support crown mold. Tied them to a place with a 2-in. 18-gauge brads. Mark them so you don't confuse
which way. Save the foundation to the wall with 2-in. screw into each scat (Figure 2). The trim-head tapping screw itself works great. Make sure the screws are high enough so that they are protected by the crown. Depending on the size of the variable, you may need to nominate the basic part to give it space so that it is not visible from
the floor (Fig. B). Cut the blocks to support the crown. One easy way to think of a corner for the block is to hold the crown section next to the table you see the blade and adjust the blade into the same corner as the crown. Rip 2×4 at that angle. block, mark it with a marker the way it is. Stagger blocks roughly every 16 in or so, and ties
them with 2-ins. 18-toy brads (Figure 3). Working with kitchen references can be tricky, and in this article, we covers all techniques for measuring, cutting and overcoming. For more information, read how to Install Crown Mold or go to DIY University and take the crown mold course. Finish by installing a small stone at the bottom. Scanning
the rocks by 1-1/4-in. brads strayed into the base (Figure A). Step 4: New cable fishPhoto 4: Cut the existing outlet boxEsPull power for lights from existing boxes on the inner walls. Cut the nails and remove the existing box. Replace with a larger box to give room for a new wire. Removing existing boxes will also make it easier to fish on
new cables. Photo 5: Fish cable Cut holes in the wall for a switch box, and run the cable down through the outlet box hole underneath. Photo 6: Install the new boxPull back hole, strip the end of the wire, and pull the wire into the remodel box before putting in the hole and shrinking into the drywall. Choose an existing outlet on the inner
wall to draw power so you don't have to deal with insulation when you fish for a new cable. There is a good chance the existing electrical box may not be big enough for additional wires, so plans to replace it with a larger 20-cu.in. remodel boxes (sometimes called 'old work' boxes). Removing existing boxes also makes it easy for new
cable fishing. Close the power, then poke a hacksaw blade on both sides of the existing box to find which sides of the spear are on, and cut the nails holding it in place (Figure 4). If electrical works like this are scary, you can learn everything you need to know by taking several electric courses at the DIY Handyman University Of
Families.Use the remodel box as a template to cut holes in the walls for a new light switch. There is no need to cut a hole next to the cancing. The remodel box is held in place with wings clamping down the back of the drywall. Cut the hole to the switch box with a jab chainsaw or utility knife at the same height as the other switch in the
room. New cable fish from the pit switch box down and out through the existing hole underneath (Photo 5). Put a little bend on the cable so that it embraces the back of the drywall, which makes it more accessible. In this article, we use desperate variables, so branch boxes are not necessary. We just had to drill a 3/4-in. hole in a drywall
on a rock and run the cable to the switch (Figure B). There are other lighting options that may require branches above the police. This procedure is the same as the next step; just be careful to put out new outlets so that it is really hidden behind rocks. It will also help install reconnecting branch boxes for light power cords. Whether you
install let a few feet of wires attached to the wall at the top. That will make it easier to change. Excessive cables may be rejected back into the the wall cavity after the connection has been made. Season and remove 10 in. of coated cables and strip ends of each wire before pulling them into a box. Make sure there are at least 1/4 in. of
stroke extending into the box and 3 in. the length of the wire extends beyond the box face (Picture 6). Don't top-up the box to drywall or you can release a screw or damage the part of the drywall holding it in place. You don't have to build your kitchen exactly as we do. Here are some alternative styles:A Simple Cove: This is easy to build,
easy to install a cove made of 3/4-ins. MDF rips the size on the table chainsaw. Screw counter. Fill the hole and touch the seam with a wooden filler or face compound. Valence Style: Light shines both ceilings and down the walls with this valve-style cove. This one is made of straight 3/4-in. clear pines. The sharp edge of the valve was
softened with a router fitted with a slight round of 1/8.. Install the base form T to the wall first and then rotate the valve to the base. Plan to buy twice as much lighting. Step 5: Complete thePhoto 7 connection: Connect the additional transformerLeave of the top cable so that the transformer can be pulled away from the depth rock to wired.
Excessive cables can be pushed into the wall cavity. Notch out the foundation so that the changer can sit lower in the cave. Existing receptacle should be replaced with one that is both resistant to disturbing (TR) and protected with AFCI (arc error circuit disorder). AFCI disruption protects homes from fires and is now required in most
home locations. AFCI has a line terminal and 'load' and cannot be connected to pigtail wires such as existing branches may have been (Figure B). It's very important for a dimmer switch to be compatible with the LED light strips you install. You need a compatible 'low voltage' switch, not a 'LED' compatible switch. The wrong switch will
cause fireflies or not to work at all. We use a Lutron switch recommended by lighting providers. Transformers come in all shapes and sizes. Follow the wiring instructions on your particular variable. Once the changer is connected, slide the excess cable back into the wall cavity and finish getting the strip lights (Picture 7). Stick the variant
to the wall with the Velcro strip if it won't remain in place, and install the cable rope with a drywall anchor. Step 6: Install crownPhoto 8: Install crownTack bottom of the crown to base with 1-1/4-in. brads and onto the blocks with 2-in. brads. Tie the bottom of the crown to base every 16 in. with 1-1/4-in. 18-gauge brads. Save the crown
centre to the block with 2-in. brads (Figure 8). To prevent nails through the top of the block, target the gun straight towards the rather than instead of it's towards the ceiling. You don't want to poke yourself on a vulnerable brad or spoil the light strip with a pervasive shot. What's left is to flip the power back and plan that dinner party so you
can show it to all your friends. It's very important to think of low voltage LED lighting as 'system.' Transformers are available in 12-volt, 24-volt, magnet, nonmagnetic, dimmable and insecurable. Transformers, strip lighting and dimmer switches all need to be compatible. You also need to consider how much lighting you need. Two
transformers may be required for large rooms because each transformer can only provide power for a specified period of strip lighting. The lighting at the end of the long-term will be dim than others if connected to an understated changer. White light is most often used in commercial or outdoor environments, while warmer colors are
preferred for homes. Brighter (more) brighter strip lighting is more expensive but is a good option. The lighting of the strip carried out less than full power will last longer. Some lighting systems can last up to 50,000 hours. Your best bet is to stop at the lighting store, or call an online retailer, and explain the dimensions and layout of your
room exactly. We purchased our lighting from LED WORLD at ledworldlighting.com. Staff are very helpful in presenting our options and making sure we have all the right components to complete our project. The tools needed for this IniHave Project the tools needed for this DIY project are propagated before you get started—you'll save
time and frustration.18-gauge brad TegarorDrill nails/ drivers - cordlessMiter saw saw
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